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more particularly to a board game which, while playably
resembling a game of chess, actually achieves its objectives
by the game of chess. In the game of chess, both the white
and black players make the same movements of the four

chessmen which are in play, as well as the same number of
moves, each move being in the form of a square on the

checkerboard. It is this similarity which provides the object
of the game of chess. In fact, the game of chess has also

been played on a checkerboard without the board, a game
known as "chaturanga", though it is still played and won by
the same number of moves of the players. The game has

also been known through the centuries as black and white,
though it is more commonly called checkers. This type of

game is also known as a "board game" instead of a "chess
game" for a simple reason. Though the game resembles in
the moves and moves taken a game of chess, the game is

actually a game of checkers. In fact, very good checker
players never venture beyond the familiar four colors of

checker
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